
Orca Card Flow
“Order an unregistered adult card”



Current: 
● Too much content
● Too many choices
● No clear path forward

Goals: 
● Remove unnecessary 

copy (cognitive load)
● Clearer understanding 

of where one is in the 
flow.

● Voice and tone: 
efficient, accessible, 
trustworthy, clear, 
helpful

Bonus:
● What does that Cancel 

button do?



Voice: Efficient, Accessible, Trustworthy, Clear, Helpful
Tone: Direct, Guiding, Celebratory 
Style: Use contractions; sentence case; spoken language; no 
punctuation, unless needed for clarity 
Terminology: Choose, not Select; Account, not E-purse; Add 
money, not Add value

ORCA Card
Short style guide



The  Happy Path 
illuminated my 
(way) thinking.

These helped, too!



Have a card
Get a card
About ORCA

Too much info on home page.

Statement about what ORCA is.

Simplify options, keep the video.

ORCA card manages your transportation fares



Registered vs Unregistered is confusing, even with an explanation. 
An ideal flow would not need to differentiate. (Or fold one within the other.)

I simplified it for this exercise to: create an account, or don’t create an account.

Only adult ORCA cards, for ages 19 to 64, may be ordered online and cost 
$5.00.

● Order a card and create a My ORCA account          Why create an account?
● Order a card without creating a My ORCA account

○ You can alway create an account later
 

Reduced fare cards

Before: After:



Text was in 
passive voice  Fill out the information below for a new adult card. You won’t have an ORCA card account, but you can create one later.

This card costs $5.00. In the next step, you’ll be able to add more money to it. 

Choose a different card
Order a card and create account 

You should receive your card in 5 to 7 business days. 

Before:

After:



● ORCA card only, a $5.00 minimum purchase
● Add money to your card
● Add a Pass     

Informational tool tip:

Pass options include:  Regional Monthly 
PugetPass or Regional Day Pass, valid for all 
agencies except Washington State Ferries, or, an 
Agency-specific Pass, valid for services operated 
by one Agency.

Add money 

Before:

After:

Choose



Your credit card will be charged $5.00
● Your card funds will be available for use within 24-48 hours. 

○ If you need it for immediate use, visit an ORCA customer service office, a 
participating retailer, or a ticket vending machine. 

● Tap your card within 60 days to activate it. 

Grouped info together that made sense to go together. 

Omitted unnecessary info for this point in the flow. 

Before: After:



Existing edit:
Your credit card will be charged $5.00

● Your card funds will be available for use within 24-48 hours. 
○ If you need it for immediate use, visit an ORCA customer service office, a 

participating retailer, or a ticket vending machine. 
● Tap your card within 60 days to activate it. 

Accessible, but still personal:
Your credit card will be charged $5.00

● Your card funds will be available for use within 24 to 48 hours. 
○ If you need it sooner than that, visit an ORCA customer service 

office, a store that sells ORCA cards, or a ticket machine. 
● Tap your card within 60 days to activate it. See how [link to video]

Simpler language, add link to existing video that shows people “tapping” their 
cards.

Trustworthy, but still approachable:
We’ll charge your credit card $5.00 for this purchase

● You’ll have to wait 24 to 48 hours before your funds are available.
○ If you need it immediately, visit an ORCA customer service 

office, a participating retailer, or a ticket vending machine. 
● Just “Tap” your card at any ORCA reader within 60 days to activate it.   



To purchase your card, please enter valid information
● Name on card
● Card number
● Expiration date



Out of curiosity, I clicked “Cancel” and it 
took me to the homepage with no 
notification question to confirm action. 
I would suggest:

Are you sure you want to cancel this order?

Never mind Cancel order

Appendix


